Ant Craft
Supplies
2 plastic spoons
3 pipe cleaners or toilet paper roll
Permanent Markers
Tape
Scissors

Directions
1. Color both spoons with permanent marker.
2. Place one spoon handle on top of the other and wrap tape securely
around both spoons.
Pipe Cleaner Ant – Fold pipe cleaner in half and place on top of ant
and then twist one time on underside of ant. Holding both sides of pipe
cleaner bring them together and cross over top and twist again on
underside of ant. Now make this shape for the legs
Toilet Paper Ant – Depending on the size of the toilet paper roll cut to
fit the length of spoons that will be the body. Cut the roll open and
color your ant body. Place the spoons in the middle of the toilet paper
roll on the uncolored side making sure the head is in the right position.
Tape body to spoons.

Draw four rectangles like
above and cut them out.

You now have six legs. Make a
fold at the bottom of each leg
so your ant can stand up.

HOPE YOU HAD FUN MAKING AN ANT!

MORE FUN WITH ANTS
What do ants eat and drink?
Ants eat almost anything. They like unsalted crackers, cake, bread, fruit, meat,
and leaves.
Can ants “talk?”
Yes. Ants communicate by smell, touch, sound and sight. When an ant wants to
attract the attention of another ant, it taps that ant on the head with it’s antenna.
Do ants take baths?
Yes. They are very clean. If you see ants rubbing their faces with their legs they
are cleaning themselves.

Play the “What is it?” Guessing Game
Say the words “MARCH and DIG” then give this first clue:
Lived on Earth for over 100 million years.
Say the words “CLIMB and BUILD” then give the second clue:
Very strong.
Say the words “CUT and CARRY” then give the third clue:
More than 15,000 different kinds.
Say “HELP EACH OTHER” then give the last clue:
Live almost everywhere.
Did anyone say “ANTS” on the first clue?
Now that you have played this guessing game, take time to learn about something and
make up your own guessing game. Have fun!

